Crafts with Paper Cups and Plates
Paper Cup Monsters
You will need:
Paper cups
Pipe cleaners
Paint
A Pencil
Scissors
Sellotape
Method:
Place the paper cups upside down (open end down).
Start off by painting the cup with the main base colour for your monster.
Once dry, stick on googly eyes or draw/paint on the rest of the monsters chosen
features such as their nose, mouth and teeth, before leaving it to dry.
Whilst the paper cups are drying, use the scissors to cut the pipe cleaners into various
lengths to create the monster’s body parts.
Shape the pipe cleaners into ears, wings, horns, arms, legs or tails – let your
imagination run wild.
Poke as many holes as you need into the paper cups with scissors, and push in the
shaped pipe cleaners so that they stay in position.
You can use a similar method to make different animals - monkeys, tigers and giraffes –
just change the features that are drawn/painted and
moulded from pipe cleaners e.g. draw eyes, a nose and mouth and make a tail and ears
for the monkey.
Place the paper cups upside down (open end down).
Start off by painting the cup with the main base colour for your animal.
Once dry, stick on googly eyes or draw/paint on the rest of the monsters animals
features such as their nose and mouth before leaving it to dry.
Whilst the paper cups are drying, use the scissors to cut the pipe cleaners into various
lengths to create the animals body parts.
Shape the pipe cleaners into ears, tails, whiskers and long ears depending on the
animal you are making.
Poke as many holes as you need into the paper cups with scissors, and push in the
shaped pipe cleaners so that they stay in position.

Paper Plate Shark Teeth
You will need:
Paper plates
Scissors
Pencil & eraser if needed for extra confidence
Method:
Fold your paper plate in half “backwards” (with the bottom of the plate facing you,
and the folded edges coming toward you).
Using small scissors trim away the outer edges of the plate in a sweeping arched “M”
design on the top half and bottom half, which should leave it looking like the hinges on
the jaw, and the “M” shaped bottom & top of the mouth.

Paper Plate Fish
You will need:
Paper plates
Scissors
Paints, felt tips and pencils to decorate
Method:
Take a paper plate and cut a small triangle from the plate (like Pacman) using the
scissors.
Tape the triangle to the back of the plate as the tail.
Draw an eye (and decorate, if you’d like).

